Thanks to Steve Fox at Hoy-Fox Toyota and Gary Wilcox, pastor of Restoration Fellowship Church, we are soon going to have a mini-bus to transport our children! Steve has been on the lookout for a vehicle for us and became aware that the church was relinquishing the nineteen passenger van. After evaluating the vehicle and checking with us to see if it would meet our needs, Steve has his mechanics doing the necessary repairs so that we can take possession. God bless Steve, Gary and many benefactors whose donations will help cover the costs associated with importing a vehicle to Mexico!

Last Saturday Annie provided lunch and a nutrition lesson for the mothers. Using ingredients that are readily available in Anapra, she prepared healthy chicken tostadas, cabbage slaw with cilantro-lime dressing and fresh fruit with yogurt dessert. Before lunch Annie shared information about basic food groups and portion size. They were shocked to discover that two tortillas or one-half cup of cooked rice is a single portion. “My son and I share a kilo of tortillas every morning!” one mother lamented. Lots to learn and a great willingness to learn it. The delicious meal was also a tremendous incentive!

Midway through the season of Lent, the special children and mothers at Proyecto Santo Niño teach us so much about sacrifice and self-emptying love. They give us opportunities to accompany the suffering Christ while holding the hope of Easter in our hearts.